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Pathfinder best oracle spells

Dažas programmas Word functionjas nevar parādīt pakalpojumā Google dokumenti un, i veiksit izmaiсas, tās tiks atmestasSkatīt detalizētu informāciju 2011-04-26, 05:31 PM (ISO 8601) I am doing a oracle for the upcoming campaign, and I am quite happy with my choice of everything except spells. The problem is that healing is already
taken care of in the group, and my character has too low physical statistics for spells that increase attacks to be viable. I know cleric spells aren't the optimal choice for a wheeler who isn't interested in self-aficionados or (too many) healing, but I like the character a lot, so I'll try to get the best out of it. So far I've decided to take cause fear
and/or command to make something useful to fall back in combat, but I'm not sure of a higher level of magic (I'd taken a spiritual weapon to level 4, but the magic of saying that attack is wisdom based, and DM don't want to stray from RAW). I took a humanly popular class option that gives me more familiar spells so I can afford to spend a
few of them on spells that might just occasionally be useful, but I'm familiar with the spiritual list, and I have trouble predicting which spells would see the most use in the long run. Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated 2011-04-26, 05:52 PM (ISO 8601) What secrets? Do you have access to 3.5 resources? Is your CHA pumped? I
assume you are not a battle because your physical stats are low. Low level, I like the sound burst for strength saves. If you do not have another healer, you need them, or at least easy access to wands. If you can use SC (3.5), I like Moon Bolt and Light X series spells. 2011-04-27, 06:13 AM (ISO 8601) Lore Secrets. I took the revelation
sidestep secret, so my defense is taken care of. I'm leaning towards a creepy curse for role-playing reasons and giving me some attacking spells at a higher level. DM only allows Pathfinder material, and is not particularly open to houserulings. The party will consist of: Cleric with a medicinal domain. The player is inexperienced, so while
normal healing will be taken, I will probably be better at providing utility even as spontaneous wheels. Summoner. Most likely he focused on buffing his eidolon, but the player is experienced enough to make sure to put other good spells on his roster. A warrior, maybe a Paladin. The player hasn't decided whether to go in range or melee,
and is currently considering perhaps making a rogue point, so I'm not sure what I've got to buff yet. The wizard focused on offensive spells and divination as one of his conflicting schools. I'd like at least one offensive spell at the level, but otherwise, I'm just looking for spells that seem all-around most useful. I will have 2 more spells known
from each level because of my race. So far I have: 1. Bless (not sure though) Cause fear (retrained on command level 4) Languages Cure Light Wounds Identify (tradition secrets of magic) Protection from evil Shield of Faith 2. Ancesum Community Quiet Emotions Hold a Person Less Restoration (the character is one of the spells that is
often needed several times in a row, but the cleric is not likely to have prepared more than one) Resist the energy of Silence Sound burst (thanks) Languages (secrets of magic) 3. Blindness/Deafness Dispel spell Locate object (mysterious spell) Magic Vestment Prayer 2011-04-27, 09:21 AM (ISO 8601) Well then, PF only, at least until a
new magic book comes out, is limited to Oracles as you know. Indeed, I think your choices are solid, given what you need to work on. Some other options: i. While summoner has its eidolon, you can summon a Monster (at the highest level you have). Due to the choice of monster, this series at least allows for a certain versatility. Fill the
battlefield with mooks! You have a lot of squishies. ii. Searing Light. You said you wanted an insult. It's not bad when they're undead. Or is your Dex too bad to use rays? iii. Level 2 looks good. Maybe Shatter, though, depending on what you're fighting, it might be too situational. Indeed, though, your choices are fine. iv. I've never liked
Cause Fear. You scare them, they run. Then you have to chase them so they don't warn their friends. Command is nice. Bless is fine, but covering the fog is a nice battlefield control. Your channel to divine power avoids the traditional channels of prayer and slavery–instead collect divine truths that transcend any single deity. You
understand the great mysteries of the universe contained in overarching concepts that transcend good and evil or chaos and law, whether because you perceive common ground through multiple deity or bypass their power altogether. You can explore one of these mysteries and draw on his power to cast miraculous spells, but that power
comes with a terrible price: the curse that grows stronger, the more you draw from it. Your abilities are a double-edged sword that you could promote as a tool of the divine or look like a curse from the gods. Key Abilities Charisma - At the first level, your class gives you the ability to increase charisma. Hit Points 8 + Con Modifier - Increase
your maximum HP count by this number to 1. During combat meetings... You draw on your secrets to strengthen yourself in combat, balancing the miraculous effects with the increasing severity of your curse as contradictory divine demands of surrendering your physical body. You cast spells to help your allies and devastate your
enemies, or depending on your secrets, you can wade into the fight yourself. During social meetings ... You rely on insights from your secret. You can use your curse to intimidate people or hide its effects to better blend in when exploring... You are newer yourself to Metaphysical conflicts are causing your curse back under control so you
can draw on your secrets too much again later. You're still aware of the supernatural forces around you, maybe you'll tap into the future to gain insights. In downtime ... Perhaps you will try to learn more about your secrets and divine sources that fuel your power. Associating with others interested in the topic of your secrets can make life
easier with your curse. You could connect with an organized religion or even start your own faithful following dedicated to your secrets. Can... View your oracular powers as blessings, curses, or both. Push yourself to the limits of what you can endure to work out great acts of magic. Rely on magical items to make the pool safer and more
reliable to charm. Others Probably ... Do not realize that your spell draws on divine power and instead believe that you command alien–and perhaps evil-powers. Suppose you've done some terrible offense to become cursed gods. Admire your determination and the sacrifices you make to perform stunning acts. Table: Oracle
Advancement Level Class Features 1Ancestry and background, divine spellcasting, initial proficiencies, Oracle Advancement Level Class Features 1Ancestry and background, divine spellcasting, initial proficiencies, Oracle Advancement Level Class Features 1Ancestry and background, divine spellcasting, initial proficiencies, Oracle
Advancement Level Features Class secrets, magic repertoire 2Orcle feat, skill feat 3General feat, signature spells, skill enhancement 4Orcle feat, skill feat 5Ability boosts , ancestor performance, skill enhancer 6Orcle feat, skill feat 7Expert spellcaster, general performance, commitment, skill enhancer 8Orcle feat, skill feat 9Ancestry feat,
magical prowess, skill boost 10Ability boosts, oracle feat, Skill feat 11Alertness, general performance, main curse, skill boost, weapon expertise 12Orcle feat, skill feat 13Ancestry feat, light armor expertise, lightning reflection, skill enhancement, gun specialization 14Orcle feat, skill feat 15Ability boosts , general performance, master
spellcaster, skill enhancement 16Orcle feat, skill feat 17Ancestry feat, extreme curse, greater commitment, skill enhancement 18Orcle feat, skill feat 19General performance, legendary spellcaster, oracular clarity, skill enhancement 20Ability increases, Oracle feat, skill feat Class Functions You get these skills like Oracle. Abilities acquired
at higher levels list the levels at which you get them next to the functions' names. These key terms will appear in many Oracle class features. Cursebound: Spells with this property increase the severity of your oracular curse when cast. Usually only the revelation of spells have this characteristic. You can not occupy the cursed spell if
oracular curse. Happiness and Misfortune: Happiness and misfortune effects can change as you roll the dice. You can never have more than one luck and one unfortunate effect comes into play on one roll. If there are multiple effects on happiness, you have to choose which one to use. If two unfortunate effects are applied, GM decides
which is worse and uses it. If both happiness effect effect The unfortunate effect would apply to the same task, the two cancel each other out, and you would roll normally. Metamagic: Actions with metamagical properties to tweak the properties of your spells. These actions usually come from metamagical performances. You must use the
metamagical action directly before casting the spells you want to change. If you use any action (including free actions and reactions) other than Cast and Spell directly after, you are wasting the benefits of a metamagical action measure. Any other effects added by the metamaghic effect are part of the effect of magic, not the metamagical
effect itself. Other Focus SpellsYou may get focus spells that are not revelation spells and don't curse the trait (by being an archetype, for example). Since these spells are not drawing on the same divine mysteries as your revelation spells, casting them does not increase the effects of your curse. They're still worth focusing points as
usual, and you still can't increase your focus pool to have more than 3 focus points. Ancestors and background In addition to the skills provided by your class on 1. Initial proficiencies On 1. These proficiencies are listed in the beginning of this class. Divine Spellcasting Your mystery provides you with divine magical power. You can pass
spells using the Cast and Spell activity, and you can deliver material, somatic and verbal components when casting spells. Your unconventional approach to this divine power means that you can usually replace material components with somatic components, so you don't have to use material component pusms when casting. At level 1,
you can fill up to two spells at level 1. You need to know the magic of manning them, and you will learn them through the magic of repertoire class functions. The number of spells that you can pass on every day is called your magic slots. As you raise the level as a oracle, your number of spells per day increases, as well as the highest
level of spells that you can pass, as shown in the table: Oracle Spells per daySome of your spells require you to try to charm the attack roll to see how effective they are, or have your enemies roll against the spells of DC (usually by trying to save the throw). Since your key ability is Charisma, your magic attack rolls and the magic of DC
use the Charisma modifier. Increase spellsAs you get magic slots of the second level and above, you can fill these slots with stronger versions of lower level spells. To occupy the increased charm, you must have an elevated version in your repertoire; For example, you cannot pass a third-level version of a spell that is only in your
repertoire to 1. Many spells have specific enhancements when they are raised to a certain level. Signature spelling class function you can increase some spells freely. CantripsA cantrip is a special type of magic that does not use magic slots. You can cast a cantrip by eoch, any number of times a day. Cantrip is always automatically
raised to half your level rounded up–it usually equals the highest level of spells you pass as a seer. For example, as a oracle on the 1st and 1st th edi states, i.e. Table: Oracle Spells of the DayYou levelCantripsSpell Level1st2nd3th5th6th7th8th10th 152th 152————————— 253————————— 3532———————— 4533
————————————— 55332——————— 65333——————— 753332—————— 853333—————— 9533332—————1053333—————11533332————12533 3333————135333332———145333333———155333333332——1653333333—175333332—18533333333—195333333331*205333333331**
Oracular purity class function gives you 10. Repertoire of spells A collection of spells that you can pass on is called your repertoire of spells. At level 1 you will learn two spells at level 1. You can choose these from the usual spells from the list of divine spells, or from other divine spells to which you have access. You can fill any spell in the
magic repertoire with a spelled slot at the appropriate spell level. You add to this repertoire the magic as you raise the level. Every time you get a magic slot, you can add magic of the same level to your repertoire of magic. On the second level you select the next spell on the 1st level, you can select two 2nd-level spells, and so on. When
you add spells, you can add a higher version of the spell that you already have, so that you can pass an increased version of that spell. Even if you get them at the same pace, your magic slots and spells in your repertoire of magic are separated. If performance or other ability adds magic to your repertoire of magic, it would give you
another magic slot, and vice versa. Exchanging spells in your repertoireHow you get new spells in your repertoire, you may want to replace some of the spells you have previously learned. Every time you earn a level and learn new spells, you can swap one of your old spells for another spell on the same level. You can also replace the
cantrip instead. Spells can also be replaced by retraining during downtime. Mystery Oracle wields divine power, but not from a single divine being. This power could come from a strong concept or ideal, the attention of multiple divine entities whose areas of interest all touch on the subject, or direct and dangerous ness to raw divine power.
This is the mystery of the oracle, the source of divine magic, which does not insult any deity. Select which strengthens your magic. Your mystery grants you special spells called the revelation of spells and can later provide you with divine domain spells. It dictates the effects of your oracular curse, adds more cantrip to your repertoire, and
gives you one or more trained skills. Drawing understanding and power from collective divine influences that fuel your magic also provides you with a special advantage. The following oracle secrets are listed in this book. Ancestors Voices of past generations teach and haunt you. Battle Embody the virtues affirmed heroes of legend.
Bones Death always seems to be close, and the dead talk to you. Cosmos You draw strength from the stars and between spaces. Flames You dance with fire and you do everything you can to stay unburned. Life Teeming energy of life flows through you out into the world. Lore You get access to unparalleled, stunning knowledge.
Tempest Wind, waves, and storms rage at your beck and call. Revelation Spells The greatness of your secret manifesto in the form of revelation spells, which are a type of focus charm. Casting revelation magic costs 1 Focus Point and enhances the effects of your oracular curse. You start focusing the fund with 2 focus points. You can fill
your focus pool during your daily training, and you can get 1 Focus Point by spending 10 minutes using refocus activity to reconcile the contradictory or unconventional nature of your divine mysteries. Focused spells are automatically raised to half the level rounded up. Focusing spells doesn't require spelling slots, and you can't pass them
using magic slots (see Divine Spellcasting). Taking performances can give you more focus spells and increase the size of your pool focus, although your focus pool can never have more than 3 Focus Points.Revelation spells have a cursed feature, unlike other focus spells. This feature means that you increase the severity of your oracular
curse (see below) when cast. You can't occupy a cursed spell if you don't have an oracular curse. You will learn two revelations of spells on 1. The first is the initial revelation of magic determined by your secret. The second is the initial spell of the domain that you select from one of the domains associated with your secret that you have
occupied as the spell of revelation, which causes it to acquire a cursed property. Oracular CurseDrawing's more diverse energy sources inevitably puts an incredible emphasis on your body, manifesting itself as a supernatural curse. The more revelation spells cast, the worse the effects of your curse, but these increasingly contradictory
energies can also provide you with divine benefits. The specific effects of your curse are tied to your secrets, but all curses follow the same procedure. The curse constantly gives you a slight but constant reminder that you wear otherworldly power. As you cast the revelation spells, your curse intensifies, first to a lesser effect and then mild
effect. Your curse progresses to its smaller stage when you first finish casting a revelation spell after your daily preparation. Once your petty curse manifests itself, it stays in effect until you relax for 8 hours and again to make your daily preparations. If you cast a revelation spell while your petty curse is in effect, you will proceed to a slight
curse effect immediately after completing casting magic. A smaller effect continues to affect you, although some mild curse effects may change the specifics of your smaller curse. At higher levels, you can pass on more revelation spells, advancing your curse to your main stage and then extreme stage; these stronger curses are
cumulative with the effects of lower stages and may alter them. When you reorient while under the effects of your mild or stronger curse, you can reduce your curse severity to a smaller addition to regaining Focus Point.Drawing on your secret power while your curse is at its worst causing an irreconcilable conflict between you and the
sources of your power. Immediately after casting the revelation spell, while under the slight effect of your curse, you are overwhelmed. While overwhelmed, you can't cast or sustain any revelation spells–you can effectively lose access to these spells. You can still refocus on reducing the effects of your curse and get a focus point, but
doing so doesn't allow you to pass on another revelation of magic. These effects last until rest for 8 hours and your daily preparation, at which point your curse returns to its basic state. At higher levels, you can grow to withstand your curse major and even extreme effects, allowing you to pass on more revelation spells without being
overwhelmed. Your curse has curse, divine and unconscientiferous features. You can't mitigate, reduce or eliminate the effects of the oracular curse by other means such as reorientation and rest for 8 hours. For example, if your curse makes creatures hidden from you, you can't deny that hidden state through magical items or magic such
as a true strike (although you would still benefit from the other effects of that item or charm). Likewise, remove curses and similar spells do not affect your curse at all. Oracle Feats [Level 2] On the second level and every 2 levels then you get oracle class feat. Skill Performances [Level 2] On the second level and every 2 levels then you
get a skill feat. You need to be trained or better at matching skills to choose a skill feat. General performances [Level 3] At level three and every 4 levels, you get general performance. Signature spells [Level 3] Experience allows you to pass some spells more flexible. For each spelling level that you have access to, select one spell of that
level to be the spell of the signature. Elevated versions of signature spells may not be taught separately. Instead these spells freely. If you've learned the magic of signing at a higher level than its minimum, you can also upload all of its lower-level versions without learning them separately. If we replace the signature charm, you can
replace it with any spell you might have chosen when you first selected it (i.e. with the same spelling level or lower). You can also retrain specifically to change the signature spell to another spell of this level without exchanging spells; It takes as much time as retraining magic usually does. Skill Increases [Level 3] On the third level and
every 2 levels then you get an increase in skill. You can use this increase to either increase your expertise rank trained in one skill you are untrained in, or increase your expertise rank in one skill in which you are already trained to be an expert. At level 7, you can use skill boosting to increase your expertise rank to master in skills in which
you are already an expert, and at 15. Capability increases [Level 5] To 5. You can use these abilities increases to increase your ability to score over 18 years. Increasing the ability of a score increases it by 1 if it's already 18 or higher, or by 2 if it starts below 18. Y ancestors performances [Level 5] In addition to the ancestors performance
you started with, you get y ancestors performance at 5. A list of ancesum performances available to you can be found in your ancestors' record. Expert Spellcaster [Level 7] the complexity of your divine power has grown clearer over time. Your expertise ranks as divine spells attack rolls and the magic of DC increase on the expert. Solve
[Level 7] You steel your mind with determination. Your expertise rank for will save increases to handle. When you roll success to save, you get critical success instead. Magical bravery [Level 9] Magical power has improved the resilience of your body. Your expertise rank for Fortitude saves increases on the expert. Alertness [Level 11]
You continue to draw attention to the threats around you. Your expertise rank for perception increases to expert. Major Curse [Level 11] You have learned to better balance opposing forces to wreak havoc on your body. Immediately after completing the casting revelation spell while you are affected by your mild curse, your curse
progresses to its main effect rather than stunning you. This effect takes until you reorient, which reduces your curse to its lesser effect. If you cast a revelation spell while under the effects of your main curse, you are overwhelmed by your curse. In addition, increase the number of focus points in your focus pool from 2 to 3. If you miss at
least 2 focus points before reorienting, restore 2 focus points. Points when you reorient instead of 1. Weapon Expertise [Level 11] You have dedicated yourself to learning the complexity of your weapons. Your expertise ranks among simple weapons and unarmed attacks increases to expert. Light Armor Expertise [Level 13] You have
learned how to avoid wearing light or without armor. Your expertise rank for light armor and unarmored defense increases for an expert. Flash reflections [Level 13] Your reflexes are lightning fast. Your expertise rank for Reflex saves increases on the expert. Gun Specialization [Level 13] You have learned how to cause more injuries with
weapons you know best. You will deal with 2 additional damage with weapons and unarmed attacks in which you are an expert. This damage increases to 3 if you are a master and 4 if you are legendary. Master Spellcaster [Level 15] Do you really understand the deep and complex divine power in your mystery. Your expertise ranks as
divine spells attack rolls and spell DC enhance to handle. Extreme Curse [Level 17] You have mastered the dangerous balance between the contradictory divine power of your secret, gaining the power to change your destiny, but straining body and soul. When you cast a revelation of magic while influenced by your main curse, your curse
intensifies into extreme effect instead of stunning you. All mysteries have the same effects for their extreme curse. When affected by your extreme curse, you will become doomed 2 (or increase your doomed state by 2 if you have already been convicted). Once every 10 minutes, when you fail to attack a roll, skill or perception control, or
savings throw, you can roll over and use the second result. The reroll has the property of happiness and does not require you to spend the action, which means that you can use the reroll even if you can't act. These effects are in addition to all the effects of your main curse, and cannot be eliminated in any way until you refocus on
reducing the curse to its lesser effect. If you cast a revelation spell while under the effects of this extreme curse, you are overwhelmed by your curse, and you remain doomed 2, although Refocus.In addition, if you spend at least 3 focus points before you reorient, you can recover 3 focus points when you reorient instead of 1. Greater
commitment [Level 17] Your incredible training provides you with mental resilience. Your expertise rank for will saves increases to legendary. When you roll success to save, you get critical success instead. When you roll critical failures on it will save you, you will get a failure instead. If you fail to save against the harmful effect, you will
have half the damage. Legendary Spellcaster [Level 19] You can use divine power to level a few others can match. Your expertise ranks as divine spells attack rolls and the magic of DC increase to legendary. Oracular clarity [Level 19] Now fully understand the nature of divine power behind secrets, allowing you to work magic similar
miracles. Add to your repertoire two common divine spells at 10. You get one 10th-level magic slot you can use to cast one of these two spells using oracle spellcasting. You don't get more 10th-level spells than you level up, unlike other magic slots, and you can't use 10th-level slots with capabilities that give you more magic slots, or that
allow you to cast spells without tilting magic slots. You can take oracular Providence feat to get a second slot. SecretsConsture the divine mysteries that drives your mystical power. Your mystery may represent a pantheistic devotion to all deity with power over the object of your secret, the worship of a particular ideal, or the nature of raw
divine energy. Regardless of its origin and nature, your secret determines the revelation of spells you can occupy and the oracular curse that overtakes your body when you do so. You will learn the skills associated with this secret, gain access to cantrip, and gain a special advantage drawn from the combined divine knowledge and
experience of your mysteries. Reading the mystery entrya mystery record contains the following information, followed by a description of that mystery curse. Mystery Benefit Mystery benefit is a special ability (or skill) that you gain from your secrets. Trained Skill you become trained in the above skills. A few mysteries make you trained in
more than one skill. Granted Cantrip You automatically add this cantrip to your repertoire of spells, in addition to those you get through divine spellcasting. Revelation spells automatically get your secret initial revelation magic on the first level and can get more by choosing Advanced Revelation, Greater Revelation, and Diverse Mystery
oracle performances. Related Domain This is a cleric domain associated with your mystery. You select one initial magic domain from one of these domains on the first level that you can pass as a revelation charm with a curse property. Ancestors Voices of generations of the past speak to you, and you hear their words. You can hate
constant interruptions, or you could honor the spirits of those who came before. Perhaps you come from a culture with strong traditions of ancestors such as Shoanti Skoan-Quah (Skull Clan), a traditional dwarven community that worships the Torag family pantheon, or a group that worships Erastil or Pharasma. You can commute with
powerful psychopomps who shepherd souls into the afterlife, with the river of souls alone, or with those spirits who have become trapped outside the great cycle of spiritual rebirth. You learn from their whispers and fragments of their memories, but opening your mind to their knowledge and experience also allows them to interfere with
your worlds of things. Mystery Benefit Whispers About Your Ts Lent More Knowledge to You. You get more ancestors on the 1st rung and another additional performance of the ancestors on the 11th rung. These performances cannot be those that provide physiological effects such as additional senses or unarmed attacks. Trained Skill
SocietyGranted Cantrip LeadershipRevelation Spells Initial: Ant Touch; advanced: ancestors of defense; Greater: Ancescent formRelated Domains of Death, familyCause of ancestors encroaching ancestors of ghosts you commune with haunt you and interfere with your things and actions, either from a well-intentioned (but ultimately
harmful) attempt to help you, as punishment for your audacity in bypassing traditional means of achieving divine power, for your own amusement, or a mixture of the above. Your hair, clothes and things constantly move and mix, seemingly of their own volition. Minor Curse One of your ancestors becomes prevalent in their meddling. For
the first time you get this effect every day, roll 1d4 on the table: Ancestors Influence to determine which type of y y yister becomes prevalent. This prevailing ingo will guide you to use their preferred action type. When you try to use one of the types of actions listed for other ancestors, you must succeed on dc 4 flat checks. On failure, you
can spend the event, but get no impact (even if you don't lose the magic if you were casting a spell). If your action takes 1 minute or longer, it's long enough that you can overcome interference, and you don't have to try for equal control. During a fight or other tense, round meeting, other ancestors struggle for control of your actions. When
you roll the initiative, and then at the end of each of your turns during the meeting, roll 1d4 and change your prevailing ingestion appropriately. Once the meeting is over, you return to the influence of the ingo you first rolled on the day. Moderate Curse Flat check DC use other action is 6, and you get a slight curse benefit listed for your
predominant ingested ingested in the table: Ancestors Influence Major Curse (11th) Apartment control dc is 8, and you get the main curse benefit listed for your prevailing ingested instead of a slight curse benefit. Table: Ancestors Impact1d4AncestorPreferred ActionModerate Curse BenefitMajor Curse Benefit1MartialStrikesYour Strikes
get +1 status bonus to attack roles and +2 status bonus to damage. Your strikes get a +1 status bonus to attack the re rolls and a +6 status bonus on damage.2SkillfulPerception and Skill ActionsIncrease +1 status bonus to control skills and perception control. You will get a +2 status bonus to control skills and perception
checks.3SpellcastingCast SpellNon-cantrip spells with no duration to get a status bonus on their damage and healing equals magic level. Non-cantrip spells with no duration to get a status bonus on their damage and healing equal to the level of spells +3.4My choose which ingo guide your forces fill you with physical power and tactical
knowledge, which aim to observe the glory of the struggle, fight for the improvement of the world, prepare against the need for conflict or withstand the necessity of war. You can draw on deities such as Gorum, Iomedae, Rovagug, The Knight of war Szuriel, Queen of the Night Eiseth, Vudrani god Diomazul, and others, or you can find
strength in the never-ending conflict between armies of heaven and hell, elementary aircraft, outer gods, or even the collective spirits of those who fought wars through the ages. Mystery Benefit You are no stranger to trapping war. You are trained in medium and heavy armor. At the 13th president of the Commission, the European
Council Choose one gun group that embodies your secrets. You are trained in all combat weapons of this group. At the 11th day of 2006, the President of Trained Skill AthleticsGranted Cantrip ShieldRevelation Spells Initial: Call to Arms; Advanced: battlefield endurance; Bigger: Heroic PerformanceRelated Domains Might, Zeal hero
burdenYou thrive while adrenaline flows and your life depends on your strength alone, but holding a collective battle of the proficiency of the ages in you leaves your body weakened after the fight. You will feel faintly made of steel and blood no matter how you try to remove or mask the smell, you will appear more muscular than you really
are, and you will hear faint conflict and screaming battles in the distance at all times. Minor Curse your body is melting when you are not bringing harm to your enemies. You will have -2 status penalty AC and saving throws, but every time you make a strike, you can suspend those penalties until the beginning of the next move. Slight
curse The strain of conflict is worn on your body, even if you gain vitality from it. Making Strike reduces the penalty from your little curse to -1, rather than suspending it altogether. You will get a +2 status bonus on weapon and unarmed damage rolls. You can also get a speedy recovery equal to half your level while in a non-trivial combat

encounter. Major Curse (11th) Your body turns out to be capable of truly heroic performances, but in doing so interferes with your mental focus. Your moderate curse is fast healing equals your level, and its pity bonus is +6. You get a +1 status bonus for weapons and unarmed attack remnant, but you are stupefied 2.BonesYour's mystery
adds an understanding of death and uneath in all their macabre complexity. Maybe you should brush with death yourself–maybe even dying and returning to life–or carrying a touch of undeath in your blood. If you are a village with a deity, you can talk to the protectors of death, such as pharasma and usuver (the most powerful among
creatures that convinces souls of the afterlife); death deliverer such as Mantis God Achaekek or Knight of the Charon Apocalypse; or herald undeath as Urgathoa.Mystery Benefit You can cleverly use the jests of life and death to your advantage. Every day during preparations, you can choose to align yourself in a confluence of positive
and negative energy so as to gain negative healing, which means that you are damaged by positive damage and healed negative effects as if you were undead. If you already have negative healing, instead of DC your recovery control equals 9+ your current value of dying. Trained Skill MedicineGranted Cantrip chill touchRevelation
Spells initial: soul siphon; advanced: bone armor; Larger: claim undeadRelated Domain of Death, undeathCurse of Living DeathYour body slowly disintegrates even when you are alive, and using your powers to further this unnatural living death. You wear a touch of grave about you, manifested as bloodless pallor, a faint smell of earth, or
deadly cold skin. Minor Curse Bones protrude through your skin and your flesh rots, combined with the smell of decay and the right chill. Non-magical effects that would restore your Hit Points only provide you with half as much HP as normal. Slight curse Your dead body continues to rot, affecting your health. You become exhausted 1,
and this drained state is cumulative with any other drained conditions you obtain. This drained state is removed only when reoriented; effects that normally remove the depleted state reduce the depleted state exhausted 1 place. In addition, you will get resistance to poison equal to half your level. You get a +4 status bonus to save against
diseases, poison and death effects, and if you roll success on such a deposit, you will get critical success instead. Major Curse (11th) You're just a few steps from the grave. You become injured on July 1, 2015. This injured state is removed only when reoriented; which usually remove the injured condition, instead reduce your injured state
to 1. When you try a recovery check, you can choose to get automatic success instead of rolling, and if you roll critical failure to save against disease, poison, or death effect, you get a failure instead. CosmosCelestial bodies have a large and small impact on you, which will give you noble cosmic power. Maybe you see shimmering stars
as divine blessings, or maybe you feel attracted to infinitely dark spaces between them. You can promote deities like Desna, Sarenrae, or deific lovers Shizuru and Tsukiyo who represent the sun and moon–or you can draw strength from dark entities from behind stars such as some outer gods, or destructive gods of the night like ZonKuthon or rat goddess Lao Shu Po.Mystery Benefit Your body is just as one, as it is physical. You will get resistance equal to 2 + half of your level against all physical damage. Trained Skill NatureGranted Cantrip Dance LightsRevelation Spells Initial: Spray Stars; advanced: interstellar emptiness; larger: moonlight bridgeRelated Domains
dark, moonCurse of the Sky CallYou have your head in the clouds-not only figuratively. Your body is drawn toward the heavens, making you lighter and less substantial than you should be. Your eyes glow with a star of light, and your hair and clothes float and drift around you. Minor Curse Your unnatural lightness is difficult to maintain
your position and interact with other physical objects. You enfeebled 1 and take a -2 penalty save and DC against Grapple, Shove, and other forms of forced movement. Slight curse Your body is dragged further into the sky. You are enfeebled 2, and the punishment from your minor curse increases to -3. These are considered one size
smaller for wind effects. You get a +2 status bonus against trip attempts, you only get half as much damage from crashes, and you get the effects of powerful jump and quick jump skill performances. You weigh only half as much, and your bulk, if someone needs to take you, is also half as much. Major Curse (11th) When your body rises,
you hover just above the ground beneath you. You become enfeebled 4, and the punishment from your minor curse increases to -4. You can walk on liquids as if they were solid; You get the effects of cloud jump skill feat; and you do not leave traces, trigger mass-sensitive pressure plates, or otherwise connect with the ground below you.
FlamesFire lives in the center of the world, in the middle of the sun, and in the center of civilization. You can worship this elemental power, siphon power from the elemental plane of fire, or worship a collection of deities such as Asmodeus, Sarenrae, Tian the goddess of disasters and volcanoes of Lady Nanbyo, or the elemental lord of fire
Ymeri.Mystery Benefit As a fire itself, you can blink and dance, avoiding effects that would quench your vitality. You have expertise in Reflex saves. At the 13th president of the Commission, the European Council Trained Skill Acrobatics Borrowed Cantrip to Produce FlameRevelation Spells Initial: Incendiary Aura; advanced: swirling
flame; Bigger: burning fusilladeRelated Domains fire, sunCurse engulfing FlamesInst of flames and smoke wherever you look. These flames might be imagined, or they could be a preternatural view of metaphorical fires that reinforce the entire multiverse-but always see them. Fires flare noticeably (though not dangerously) in your
presence, occasionally smoking moderately, and your body is almost painfully hot to the touch. Minor Curse smoke, and the crackling flames of your curse will fill your vision and all your other senses. Creatures farther than 30 feet are hidden from you. You cannot benefit from effects that would allow you to ignore or mitigate this
concealment as normal for the effects of oracular curses. Moderate Curse Smoke and flashing visions of flame fill your senses completely, and harmless flickering darkening flames also fill your space. These are hidden from other creatures, although as other creatures are not cursed themselves, they can benefit from effects that would
allow them to ignore or mitigate hidden conditions as normal. All other creatures and objects are hidden from you regardless of distance; However, when casting a fire spell, you can automatically succeed on a flat check for this hidden condition for targets up to 30 feet. All your senses are inaccurate as 30 feet, which means that
everything around 30 feet that you could normally see is hidden from you. Major Curse (11th) The flames around you are no longer just visions. The aura of fire surrounds you in a 10-foot slide, dealing with 4d6 fire damage (basic Reflex save) to all the other creatures in the aura at the end of each of your turns. You lose 1d6 hit points at
the end of your move each round without saving; If you have a weakness to fire, increase the number of HP you lose that weakness. You can suppress your aura until the beginning of your next move by spending one action that has a concentrate property, reduce the flames, causing neither you nor anyone in the aura to make damage.
While you're trying to reduce your curse, you're constantly reducing the flames so you don't lose HP. The flames recede if you fall unconscious, but they continue when you wake up if you are rested long enough to renew your curse. As usual for oracular curses, you cannot mitigate or reduce lost hit points in any way, although you can still
treat lost HP normally after the fact. The life-ending flow of positive energy in living beings is palpable to you. You can promote the sanctity of life, or maybe you're trying to undermine it. You can draw strength from the collective vitality of living world creatures, keep some connection with the positive energy of the plane, or worship a
collection of deities including Irori, Pharasma, Sarenrae, and the god of medicine Qi Zhong.Mystery Benefit Your body is a deep reservoir of life energy. At each level you get hit points equal to 10+ your constitution modifier from oracle class, instead of 8+ your constitution modifier. Trained Skill MedicineGranted Cantrip
StabilizeRevelation Spells Initial: Life Link; advanced: delay misery; Larger: life-giving formRelated Domains of Death, healingCurse of Outpouring LifeLife energy flows out of you and connects you with all living things, but makes up for your vital essence to do so. the presence of resasing the sick and injured, causing the scars to fade
slightly, inciting new plant growth, and otherwise cramming your surroundings with vitality. Minor Curse As your life force moves out, it becomes harder for your body to function. Effects that restore hit points on you take a status penalty equal to half your level (minimum 1) on the number of HP you will recover. The slight curse of the flow
of vital energy from you can not be reversed. In addition to the effects of your little curse, you cannot be healed by magical effects coming from other creatures. However, if you are unconscious, the magical effects can recover to 1 HP (but not higher). You are affected by the normal healing of potions, potions, and other items. When you
cast a treat and all your targets are living beings, you can roll D12s instead of D8s for lots of healing. Whenever you complete the casting of a non-cantrip spell, you can restore hit points equal to the spelling level of your choice of either one target spell or the creature closest to you. You can't heal like that. This healing has healing,
nekromancy, and positive qualities, as well as a tradition feature of magic. Major Curse (11th) Life energy tears through you to strengthen your spell. Some of your spells carry positive energy with you. Every time you use a magic slot to pass a 5th-level or higher spell that takes 2 or more actions per cast, you can dissipate positive energy
in a 30-foot burst with the effects of a 3-action treat spell with a level 4 lower than the magic cast. This healing occurs immediately after the completion of casting magic. You don't benefit from this treatment. Instead, you lose double the number of hit points rolled for a treat spell. LoreKnowledge and information come freely to you. You can
use this tradition to gain power, or perhaps understand the divine mysteries of the multiverse. Perhaps you have a connection to the legendary Akashic Record, maintain a gentle telepathic connection with the collective subconscious of all living creatures, or follow in the footsteps of deities such as Abadar, Irori, Nethys, Irori's scientific
nephew Gruhastha, the fey triune goddess of Magdh's destiny, or the legal aeon god-figure known as Monad.Mystery Benefit you have more mystical knowledge in you than most. You have one more spell in your repertoire each level you pass on. Trained Skill Occultism and one Lore skill of your choiceSuched cantrip read
auraRevelation Spells initial: brain drain; advanced: approach tradition; Greater: fear secretRelated domain knowledge, trueCrz torrential knowledgeYou have a link to true divine knowledge, but your mortal mind tries to process and act on what you know. Loose materials around you, such as dust, grains of rice, and water droplets, slowly
move on to creating strange runes or faint undetectable writing, and sometimes you say truths or statements in unknown languages without realising it. Minor Curse You will have a 4-sentence initiative as you try to process the increase in information about what is going on around you slowing down your ability to respond to it. The slight
curse of the flow of information through your mind is growing. The attention you divert to processing this huge influx of information means you're always flat-footed. At the beginning of each of your turns, you can automatically perform one check to recall knowledge as a free event. It uses a skill of your choice that has Recall Knowledge
action, using a result equal to 10+ your expertise bonus in that skill (no additional bonuses, penalties, or modifiers). Major Curse (11th) The massive flow of information clouds your mind to overwhelm your ability to communicate with others. You understand all languages, but you can't speak, use language effects, or otherwise
communicate with your allies. If you cast a spell with a verbal component, you must succeed in controlling dc 5 apartment or the magic is lost. You get a +4 status bonus to save throws against language effects. TempestThe fury of the wind and waves pounds in your heart, whether your strength flows from natural storms, channel to the
elemental plains of air and water, or through the reverence of deities such as Gozreh, the tengu god of storms Hei Feng, the demon Mr. Dagon, or the elemental masters of air and water. Mystery Benefit You can see perfectly through wind and water, and you send electrical charges through both air and water. Never sanction perceptions
from wind, rain, fog, or other precipitation, or from looking across the water or being underwater, and these conditions do not cause anything to be hidden from you. When you deal with physical damage with non-cantrip air or water magic, you will deal with an additional 1 damage to electricity to the level of magic. Trained Skill
NatureGranted Cantrip Electric ArcRevelation Spells Initial: Tempest Touch; advanced: lightning explosion; Bigger: tempest formRelated Domains Air, WaterCurse of the Perpetual StormYus you are the center of your own little tempest, sometimes surrounded by wind and rain that exacerbates the more you use your elemental power.
Even when you're calm and calm, your hair and clothes are blown around by a gentle wind, you're slightly moist, and your touch often comes with static shock. Minor Curse Aura from the swirling storm whips in a 5-foot swarm around you and in your space. Aura extinguishes small non-magical fires 1 round after they are lit or brought into
your aura. Electricity accumulates in your storm, turning you into a lightning rod; You get weakness 2 on electricity, and electricity spells or effects that have additional effects on the creature wearing or holding the metal treat you as if you were wearing metal. Moderate curse Your little curse's aura extends to 10-foot testimony and carries
on the winds. Swirling winds impose a -2 circumstance penalty on moved attack rechasues using physical munitions that target you or come from you. Your electricity weakness increases to 5 or half of your level, which is greater, but torrential rain gives you the same amount of fire resistance. Major Curse (11th) Your little curse's aura
extends to a 15-foot sedate and grows stronger. Strong winds blowing out in the aura hinder the creatures' progress. Aura is a difficult terrain for large and smaller creatures on earth, and for huge or smaller flying creatures. This difficult terrain won't take you back. Electricity arcing through you becomes dangerous. Any creature that
touches you, even with a touch charm or melee unarmed attack, takes 1d6 damage to electricity. Oracle Feats At each level you get Oracle performance, you can choose one of the following performances. You must meet all the prerequisites before taking the feat. Glean Lore [1 Action] Feat 1 Diviation Divine Oracle Secret You can take
advantage of the collected divine traditions, access to various potentially useful information. Try to control religion to understand the information you get. GM sets DC (similar to DC recall knowledge), potentially setting DC control topics away from your secrets. Critical success You understand tradition accurately or get a useful clue from
the divine about your situation. Success You will learn two informations about the topic, one true and one flawed, but you do not know which is which. Failure You recall incorrect information or get a faulty or misleading track. Critical failure You remember two incorrect information or you get two erroneous or misleading clues. Reach Spell
[1 Action]Feat 1 Concentrate Metamagic Oracle You can expand the range of spells. If the next action you are using is to cast a spell that has a range, increase the range of this spell by 30 feet. As is standard for increasing the range of spells, if the spell usually has a range of touch, you can extend its range to 30 feet. Extend magic [1
action]Feat 1 Manipulate Oracle Metamagic You can manipulate the energy of your spell, causing it to affect a wider area. If the next action you use is to pass a spell that has a rupture area, cone, or row and does not have duration, increase the area of that spell. Add 5 feet to the blast radius, which usually has a radius of at least 10 feet
(an explosion with a smaller radius is not affected). Add 5 feet to the length of the cone or line, which is usually 15 feet long or smaller, and add 10 feet to the length of a larger cone or line. Divine Aegis [Reaction] Feat 2 Abomination Divine Oracle Trigger You try to save the throw against the magical effect, but you haven't rolled yet. You
summon divine energy to protect yourself, offer protection from other traditions, but exposed to other divine effects. Until the beginning of your next move, you will get a +1 circumstance bonus for saving throws against non-divine magical effects, but also with a -1 circumstance penalty to save against divine effects. The domain
AcumenFeat 2 Oracle The secret of each oracle touches on the divine domain of divine Divine Gods, which refuels it; you have access to this power. Select one of the domains associated with the mystery for which you don't already have the initial domain charm. You will get the initial domain charm from this domain that you have cast as
the magic of revelation. He's getting a damn trait. Increase the number of focus points in the focus pool by 1. Divine AccessFeat 4 Oracle Your ability to take advantage of divine magic overcomes spells traditionally available (divine magic list). Choose one deity that grants one of your secrets granted to domains. Add up to three cleric
spells of your choice granted to that deity to your wish list. You can choose from these spells when adding or exchanging spells in the spell repertoire. Special You can choose this performance more than once. You can't choose the same spells more than once, but you can choose a different domain or a different deity with the same
domain that you previously selected with this. Spiritual SenseFeat 6 Oracle Divine Oracle You have a vague connection with an ethereal plane that allows you to notice ghosts. Even if you're exploring but not searching, GM rolls a secret check for you to find haunts that usually require searching, like ghosts, creatures on an ethereal plane,
and creatures made entirely of spiritual essence, such as celestial, fiends, and monitors. You may also potentially notice ethereal creatures and spirits inside solid objects, provided they are within 30 meters of you. This is true when searching while I'm looking, and for the automatic secret scans you get when exploring, even if you're not
searching. You can still notice spirits only on successful inspection, and you can't see them unless they are more than 5ft inside the building. When you notice a creature with a spiritual meaning, you can also learn its location, so it is hidden to you if it was undetected. Steady SpellcastingFeat 6 Oracle Confident in your technique, you
don't easily lose your concentration when you cast a spell. If another creature reaction would disrupt your spellcasting actions, attempt a DC 15 apartment check. If you succeed, your action is not disrupted. Read DisasterFeat 8 Divist Oracle Survey Forecast you will spend 10 minutes and open yourself to the divine mysteries of the world,
peering into the most sinister harbinger of the future. You will get the effects of augura, except you will learn only about the dangers ahead of us; any results weal are nothing instead, and the results weal and woe are instead woe. If you are legendary in religion, you can just 1 minute to read the disaster. Oracular Warning [Free Action]
Feat 10 Diviation Divine Oracle Trigger You are going to roll the initiative. You have a glimmer of perspective on the looming dangers associated with one ally, and you can shout or gesture to warn that an ally's threat will materialize moments before it materializes. One of your options can roll up the initiative twice and take advantage of a
better result; this is a lucky effect. If you are legendary in religion, you will get two visions and may warn two allies, granting them as this advantage. You've for a while thrown out the divine view, however, and you need to roll twice for your initiative to roll and use a worse result. That's an unfortunate effect. These two effects are
associated; If you avoid the misfortune effect for any reason, or if any of your allies would negate their happiness effect, your oracular warning does nothing. Depending on whether you're using gestures or calling, this action gets a visual or audio feature. Rising Might [1 Action]Feat 10 Manipulate Metamagic Oracle with a complex gesture,
you can focus the divine power of your spells on overcoming enemies' resistance. If the next action you are using is Cast magic, the spell ignores the amount of resistance the target equals your level against all the following types of damage: chaotic, bad, good, legal, negative and positive. This applies to all damage magic deals, including
persistent damage and damage caused by the continued effect of spells such as positive energy in life. It does not cause magic to ignore immunity, only resistances. Domain FluencyFeat 12 Oracle Assumptions Initial Domain Magic You order a deep understanding of divine domains related to your mystery. Select one of the domains
associated with the mystery for which you have the initial domain charm. You get advanced domain magic from this domain that you cast as the magic of revelation, causing it to get a curse feature. Increase the number of focus points in the focus pool by 1. Magic SenseFeat 12 Divine Oracle Diviation Detection You have a literal sixth
sense of ambient magic near you. You can feel the presence of magic aura, as if you were always using 1st-level detect magic. It detects magic only in your field of vision. When you search, you get the benefits of third level detection magic on the things you see (in addition to the usual benefits I'm looking for). You can turn this sense off
and on with a free action at the beginning or end of a move. Mysterious repertoireFeat 14 Oracle Your secret holds unknown depths of magic not always associated with the divine. You can have one spell in your repertoire of magic not on the list of divine spells, except for spells that you have added to your list of spells from performances
such as God's approach. You cast that spell as divine magic. Can Swap that magic you add and from which tradition like you could any other oracle charm, but you can't use this exercise to have more than one spell from another tradition in your repertoire of magic at the same time. Diverse MysteryFeat 16 Oracle Assumptions Advanced
Revelation You have expanded your understanding of the divine and you can take advantage of the wonders of another mystery. Choose one spell of revelation from a mystery other than your own. You can only choose the initial revelation spell or advanced revelation charm. When you cast this revelation spell, you get the effects of a
minor curse from this mystery in addition to the usual curse effects you get from casting revelation magic. This other minor curse effect remains until further daily preparation. Any ability that allows you to cast a revelation spell without increasing the severity of your curse also prevents you from getting this additional curse effect. You can't
cast your chosen revelation spell if any of the following conditions are true: its secret curse effects directly conflict with or negate the effects of your own secret curse, the curse will have no effect on you (for example, removing the ability from the original mystery that you lack), or any of these criteria would be met once you complete
casting magic. Portentous Spell [1 Action]Feat 16 Manipulate Mental Metamagic Oracle Visual Your Spellcasting is full of strange lights, esoteric gestures and other captiving effects that will sweep your enemies. If the next action you are using is cast magic, any creature that attempts to use the reaction triggered by your Cast charm
activity takes a 2-circumstance penalty to attack the rolls and control skills rolled as part of the response. In addition, if the spell contains a charm attack roll or requires a saving throw, the creatures you encounter or that fail their saves are fascinated with you until the beginning of the next move. Blaze of RevelationFeat 18 Oracle Your
mind and body can for a short time withstand the devastation of overspending your curse. When you become overwhelmed by your curse, you can prevent the effects for up to 1 minute. At each of your turns during this time, you can pass on one revelation of the magic conferred by your secrets (but not domain spells, spells from Diverse
Mystery, or other revelation spells you have acquired from other abilities) without spending Focus Points or taking any other negative effects. At the end of the minute, the duration of any revelation spells that cast during this time end, you will have normal effects from being overwhelmed by your curse, and you must try DC 40 Bravery to
save you. Critical success You are not otherwise affected. Success You are exhausted 2 and can not reduce or remove this condition until further preparation. Failure You are exhausted 4 and you cannot reduce or remove this condition until the next Critical failure, you die. Divine EffusionFeat 18 Oracle The power of your mysteries
surges through you like a font of divine energy, even as your own magic wanes. Twice a day, you can pass the spell after you have run out of magic slots at the appropriate spelling level; Two spells cast with this performance must be different levels of spells. Mystery ConduitFeat 20 Oracle The power of your secrets allows you to pass on
more than just revelation spells. When the cast spells 5. The magic of the cast in this way acquires a curse trait. Paradoxical MysteryFeat 20 Oracle Assumptions Greater Revelations the most true depths of your divine mysteries are fathomless and contradictory, providing you with changing powers that even you can barely begin to
understand. Every day during daily preparations, select one basic or advanced magic domain from any domain from the basic list of rules or other domain that you have access to, or any initial or extended spell of revelation from another mystery. You get that magic as a spell of revelation until your next daily preparation, and it has a curse
feature. Property.
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